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The 1. man and 1. wo. meet, then fall back and change places, then the
2. man and 2- wo. lead up into the 1. cu. plares, then fall back and change places; the
1. man then being in the 2. wo place, and 1. wo. in the 2. man's plare,
they ail four take hands and turn round till each cu. oome into their own places again;
then 1. and 2. we take hands and lead between the two men into their places,
aN hands half round, then cast off, the rest doing the same in like manner.

longways duple minor, couple 2 improper

41 1-4 Nbrs give inside hand: lines move fonrard a double, fall back.
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Couple 1 cross Rsh (as in 'Hole in the Wall' ) 6 couple 2 back to back.
Face nbr, couple 2 giving inside hand to ptn: all pass through, couple 2
between (4): immediately face ptn, give inside hand to nbr, fall back (4).
couple 1 back to back.
Couple 2 cross Rsh ('Hole in the Wall')
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Circle L halfrvay, fall back, M2 & Wl (women's side) keeping inside hands.
5-8 All pass through across the set, women's side between (4): still facing out,
tum single away from nbr (ML, WR), and end facing them on the line (4).
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Set to nbr, set to ptn. Circle L half-way, fall back. Keeping nbfs hand,
acknowledge, then release hand, and give inside hand to @! nbr to continue.

Notes
1 . The original was proper. I have added the back to back in A1&2 (which may be
omitted if desired), and the sefting in 82. The first note in bar 6 was C.
2. I have omitted the'cast off at the end of the original instructions.
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